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Abstract:
Previous research claimed that integration of augmented reality on educational settings helps to improve academic achievement of students in collaborative learning environments, as well as to improve their retention and ability to translate this within other environments. Since augmented reality is still considered relatively novel technology in educational fields, there is an inherent need for research-based guides to design effective and feasible augmented reality tools for school-based learning. The main aim of this study was therefore to design and develop an augmented reality learning toolkit to foster spatial ability in middle school students using mobile devices. The study was conducted in two parts, as preliminary research and a prototyping phase. The findings guided the characteristics for designing an augmented reality learning toolkit with a set of spatial tasks aimed at middle school students. In light of the results, it can be inferred that the students were able to use this designed toolkit to perform their spatial ability through given spatial tasks since the students encountered no technical difficulties with the final toolkit prototype, and that they were able to use the toolkit assuredly. In conclusion, the study showed that augmented reality seemed helpful in enhancing the usage of mobile devices, not just for the reading of books, communication or playing games, but also as a support mechanism for the learning of mathematics. Thus, the augmented reality toolkit developed in this study presents a new way for students and/or teachers to use mobile devices in the learning and teaching of mathematics.
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INTRODUCTION

Today’s technology provides opportunities for learners to access and interact through simulated learning experiences. Since much of the youth and adult population have access to handheld mobile devices like smartphones and tablet computers, this accessibility of technology brings about opportunities in almost any physical place and at any time (Maiti & Tripathy, 2012). However, these learning experiences remain at a virtual level and rarely enter the usual or conventional learning environment (Frank & Kapila, 2017). Augmented Reality (AR) blurs the boundary between the virtual experience and reality by enhancing the realism of such experiences. Conventional environments for learning geometry through viewing two-dimensional representations of three-dimensional objects through textbooks or on the whiteboard creates a kind of “cognitive-filter” to realizing these figures as representative of three-dimensional objects (Alcañiz et al., 2010). Furthermore, since manipulative interaction with virtual objects on a computer screen is possible through the use of a mouse, keyboard or touch panel, the cognitive-filter still remains an issue whilst using computer screens and two-dimensional projections (Alcañiz et al., 2010; Shelton & Hedley, 2004). AR technology, on the other
hand, helps us to deal with this cognitive-filter by combining the real-world environment with virtual elements.

**Spatial Ability and Technology**

Many different terms can be found to define and describe spatial ability in the literature. For example, *spatial thinking* (Yakimanskaya, 1991), *spatial sense* (NCTM, 1989), *spatial skills* (Tartre, 1990), *spatial reasoning* (Battista, 2007), *spatial cognition* (Sjölinder, 1998) are presented by researchers to define mental visualization, manipulations as well as rotations for figures and shapes. In brief, the essence of these definitions implies common ideas like ability of rotating, transforming or envisioning an object and manipulating its properties mentally. Similar to the use of multiple concepts to define spatial ability, there are several categorizations for components of spatial ability. Battista (1994) categorized spatial ability into two components as *spatial orientation* and *spatial visualization*. Similarly, Pellegrino and Kail (1982) divided spatial ability into two categories but as *spatial relations* and *spatial visualization*. Additionally, some researchers categorized spatial ability into three elements as *mental rotation*, *spatial perception* and *spatial visualization* (Linn & Petersen, 1985) or as *spatial visualization*, *spatial orientation*, and *spatial relations* (Lohman, 1993). Although there were different categorizations for components of spatial ability, these all components could form a common sense for spatial ability. Maier (1996) claims that due to a variety of spatial-visual problems which we are faced in technological worlds, and to gain detailed knowledge of spatial abilities, there is a need for a specification into more than three elements. Therefore, Maier (1996) distinguishes five elements of spatial ability as *mental rotation*, *spatial perceptions*, *spatial visualization*, *spatial relations* and *spatial orientation*, so on suggests that the technological developments demand the training of these five elements. In Maier (1996) categorization of spatial ability, *spatial perception* is the ability to designate spatial relationships about the location of the vertical or the horizontal despite of distracting information (Maier, 1996). *Spatial visualization* is the skill to visualize and manipulate complex spatial information for a figure when there is a movement or displacement among components of the figure (Linn & Petersen, 1985; Maier, 1996). *Mental rotation* is the skill to make a rapid and accurate rotation of two or three dimensional figures mentally (Linn & Petersen, 1985; Maier, 1996). *Spatial relations* refer to the skill to understand the spatial configuration of objects or components of an object and their relations to each other (Maier, 1996). *Spatial orientation* is an understanding on relationships between different positions of objects, especially with respect to one’s own position. As is seen from the literature review, there is no general agreement on both definitions of spatial ability and components of spatial ability. The current study focused on spatial visualization ability of students since the focus is mainly given on spatial visualization component in terms of objectives related to spatial ability in seventh grade mathematics curriculum of Turkey (MoNE, 2013). Moreover, Fennema and Sherman (1977), and van Garderen (2006) argued that spatial visualization component of spatial ability is more related to mathematics achievement.

For students, spatial ability requires them to analyze a projective representation of an object in terms of its components and recombining these components (Stiles & Stern, 2001). Thus, improvement in spatial ability can help students overcome the unwanted effects of the aforementioned cognitive-filter. Learners can recognize and comprehend spatial problems and spatial relations between and within objects while interacting and working directly with virtual elements as in real-world settings, sometimes even more effectively (Kaufmann, 2004). Similarly, the AR interface provides very important and effective ways for learning three-dimensional geometric objects by mimicking reality via only supplementing it with virtual elements in order to overcome the cognitive-filter. By the way, real and concrete three-dimensional objects such as cubes and prisms or other mathematics learning materials are powerful tools in providing appropriate learning experiences to young learners. However, within instruction on spatial ability using real objects, learners can only be provided with a limited number of three-dimensional examples since these materials are generally in solid forms and not have dynamic and interchangeable features. AR interface, on the other hand, can provide learners with a variety of virtual dynamic three-dimensional structures to work with, since they can be created virtually without the barriers of physics of the real world.
Previous research had shown that training of spatial ability could be accomplished via novel technologies like VR and AR by creating interactive three dimensional environments in mathematics lessons (Rafi et al., 2008). Moreover students comprehend mathematical concepts about two and three dimensional geometry better via AR tools in learning phase (Chen, 2019; Elsayed & Al-Najrani, 2021; Flores-Bascuñana et al., 2020). There is a limited number of systematic studies about human spatial cognition and spatial abilities, which is related to AR environments. Kaufmann and Schmalstieg (2002) developed Construct3D software in order to foster spatial abilities of learners and to maximize transfer of learning, and investigated its effects. They claimed that Construct3D improved spatial abilities and encouraged experimentation with geometric constructions. On other hand, Shelton (2003) examined how learners change the way to understand topics that involves dynamic spatial relationships while interacting with virtual objects. Findings of the study of Shelton (2003) indicated that AR can be used in learning environments to influence and supplement students’ spatial understanding to envision concepts and create a more comprehensive understanding about these concepts. Similarly, Hedley (2003) found that AR interface provides advantages over desktop-based technology interface in a range of task-based activities for users, including task performance, task speed, completeness, and the level of user’s spatial ability to directly manipulate three dimensional AR models. Hedley (2003) also suggested that through multisensory interaction, AR interface may spread cognitive load for users, thereby reducing cognitive inertia. Furthermore, Dünser et al. (2006) studied about trainability of spatial ability by AR application. They deduced that fostering spatial ability using AR could be possible. Moreover, Martín-Gutiérrez et al. (2010) developed AR-Dehaes book and AR-based application based on the modified model to improve spatial abilities of college students. They found that this intervention had positive impact on spatial ability of students. Elsayed and Al-Najrani (2021) signified that the AR interface, which they used in their research, enhanced ideas’ discriminating and analyzing of shapes and situations from represented images, videos, and media on AR space since students could practice on virtual shapes and objects while experimenting them through interface. Thus, students had an opportunity for developing their visual thinking skills. Finally, Flores-Bascuñana et al. (2020) stated that using AR interface on mathematical learning settings could develop students’ understandings about three dimensional concepts in mathematics, effectively. Therefore, AR based materials promote students’ acquisition of geometric and spatial abilities in learning phase. In summary, AR interface has potentials to increase understanding about concepts, to improve students’ learning in spatial structures (Dünser et al., 2006; Elsayed & Al-Najrani, 2021; Flores-Bascuñana et al., 2020; Hedley, 2003; Kaufmann & Schmalstieg, 2002; Martín-Gutiérrez et al., 2010; Shelton, 2003) and to increase students’ motivation (Chen, 2019; Demitriadou et al., 2020; Kaufmann & Schmalstieg, 2002; Martín-Gutiérrez et al., 2010; Shelton, 2003).

Since AR is still considered relatively novel technology in educational fields, there is an inherent need for research-based guides to design effective and feasible AR tools for school-based learning. Thus, the purpose of the current study was to make conjectures about the design principles/guidelines for an AR learning toolkit, which includes a set of spatial tasks and a mobile AR interface, and to design an AR learning toolkit to foster spatial understanding of middle school students in mathematics lessons. The collection of spatial tasks and the mobile AR interface developed compose a toolkit named as the Spatial Augmented Reality (SPATIAL-AR') Toolkit throughout this research.

METHOD

This study utilized an educational design research (EDR) approach, which involves a systematic way of design, development and formative evaluation of an educational intervention or innovation (Plomp, 2013). Generally, the EDR commonly has three phases of research that are a preliminary research phase, a prototyping or development phase, and an evaluation phase (Nieveen & Folmer, 2013). One aim of

1 You can download the demo version of Spatial-AR toolkit (app for Android OS, sample tasks and qrcodes) here: http://bilalozcakir.com.tr/matar/matar_spatialar.html
The current study was conducted in two parts; the first of which was a preliminary research and the second was the prototyping phase. Firstly, the preliminary research phase was about reviewing related literature to find out basic design principles to be considered while designing and developing the SPATIAL-AR toolkit. Thus, contents for spatial ability tasks, key elements for coding a mobile AR interface, and characteristics of learning environment to support AR based instruction were derived as draft design principles within the review of the literature. Secondly, the prototyping phase included three micro-cycles to redesign, evaluate and analyze the prototype (see Figure 1).

These iterations were about designing, developing and improving cycles for prototypes of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit. The prototyping phase was shaped in accordance with Nieveen and Folmer (2013) methods. Nieveen and Folmer (2013) signified some appropriate methods for determining participants in order to address cycles of iterations. These methods are described as:

- **Screening**: Experts checks relevancy of the design. So that the intervention can be more relevant from a subject matter perspective.

- **Focus Group**: A group of participants as experts carries out a prototype of a product. Hence the prototype can be more consistent with design guidelines.

- **Walkthrough**: A group of representatives of the target students carries out prototype in order to reveal expected practicality of the prototype within target students.

- **Micro-evaluation**: A small group of target students, who are sampled as high-achieving and low-achieving as well as average students, uses product outside of its intended target settings for students. Thus, its practicality and expected effectiveness could be revealed.

Throughout the manuscript, screening, focus group, walkthrough and micro-evaluation terms were used as defined above. The first iteration of this phase was planned as a mix of both screening and focus group methods and it was called as focus group study. Two experts from mathematics education participated to this focus group study. They carried out the first prototype of SPATIAL-AR toolkit and helped to improve it. In this iteration, the SPATIAL-AR toolkit was redesigned considering derived information form these experts about its irrelevant and inconsistent characteristics from subject matter perspective. The following iteration was planned as a walkthrough study. In this iteration, two seventh graders with high spatial ability were selected to improve the design from students’ perspective as well as to conjecture expected practicality of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit for target students. The third and last planned iteration was designed as micro-evaluation study. For this iteration, eight seventh graders were selected from high, average and low spatial ability students in order to provide diversity in groups by and so constitute a sample which represents all levels of spatial ability. In this iteration, students were
grouped in accordance with their scores in the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test (PSVT), which was
developed by Guay (1977) and adapted in Turkish language by Uygan and Kurtuluş (2016). The PSVT
was used as an indicator of students’ spatial abilities. This time, main goal was to reveal actual
practicality of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit as well as expected contributions of it to spatial ability of
students and to learning environment. During and after each iteration, the prototype of SPATIAL-AR
toolkit was revised and redesigned according to findings. Thereby, design principles were conjectured
and reshaped at each iteration. In short, output of each iteration became input of following ones.

First Phase: Preliminary Study

In light of the related literature, some possible design guidelines were derived as initial guides for
spatial contents for designing an AR interface to foster students’ spatial ability. Consequently, the
preliminary research phase led to *guides for improving spatial ability with AR (GISAR)* which specifies
spatial contents for tasks, *draft design principles for AR learning environment* and *draft key elements of a
mobile AR interface*. According to these design principles, a prototype SPATIAL-AR toolkit was designed
and developed throughout this research.

**Initial Guides for Improving Spatial Ability with AR Tasks (GISAR)**

Spatial tasks in this study were formed in four categories. These categories and characteristics were
defined especially for using with AR technology. First of all, a surfaces and vertices category included
tasks about identifying parts of three-dimensional virtual objects. In this category, characteristics for
tasks were the identification of surfaces on orthographic views, identification of surfaces on perspective
views, and identification of vertices on both orthographic and perspective views (see *Figure 2*).

The second category was counting. In this category, spatial tasks have characteristics about having an
object formed from separate and identical components which can be countable to identify components
in touch with each other (see *Figure 3*).

Matching correct view was the third category. This category was defined with characteristics about
determining correct orthographic views from organized lists as top, left and side, and disorganized lists
of orthographic views (see *Figure 4*).
The last category was the second dimension – sketches. This category was concerned with sketching different orthographic views of objects by investigating virtual three-dimensional objects. The sketching tasks involved two characteristics, which were sketching missing orthographic views and sketching all orthographic views from three directions (see Figure 5).

Figure 3. Counting category of GISAR

Figure 4. Matching correct views category of GISAR
The spatial tasks in this study were designed analyzing characteristics of spatial ability from the Turkish middle school mathematics curriculum (MoNE, 2013), and spatial ability models from other published research (Martín-Gutiérrez et al., 2010; Sack & van Niekerk, 2009; Wiesen, 2015). These guides were shaped and reviewed throughout the phases of this research in order to combine the most suitable tasks for the improvement of students’ spatial ability. Spatial tasks and virtual objects for an AR learning environment were designed in the current study in accordance with these guides.

**Initial Design Principles for AR Learning Environment based on the State of the Art**

Three basic initial design principles were derived from previous studies by considering common features and opportunities provided to learning environment via AR technologies. An AR learning environment for developing spatial ability should include the following:

1. Unique interactions with the opportunity for physical, natural ways of interaction with virtual objects which are as similar to real objects and include collaboration with peers as in a conventional learning environment (Billinghurst & Kato, 2002; Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Szalavári et al., 1998);
2. Opportunities for engaging in an active process for learning, to move freely within an environment and to control own independent viewpoints for virtual objects by eliminating students’ status as passive observer (Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Sundberg, 1996; Szalavári et al., 1998);
3. Teacher opportunities such as providing different types of task and information about learners’ progress, with just-in-time feedback provided to students with regards to their progress (Wu et al., 2013).

Since these principles interrelate to both the constituent elements of spatial tasks and AR interfaces, these principles require both spatial tasks and an AR interface in order to perform to their design purposes.

**Initial Key Elements of a Mobile AR Interface**

The AR interface designed and developed in the current study considered a list of key elements of an AR interface with Unity 3D and Vuforia Software Development Kit. For this purpose, two basic key elements of “virtuality for objects” and “augmentation of environment,” which define a coded interface as AR, were derived from the literature in terms of the key elements of an AR interface (Azuma, 1997; Kaufmann, 2004; Szalavári et al., 1998). These key elements are the common technical features of any AR application, and were therefore considered as the starting point to reveal other features of AR applications for mobile environments, which were then developed and administered throughout this
research. According to these all draft design principles, a prototype of SPATIAL-AR toolkit was designed and developed as including a mobile AR interface and a student booklet which includes both spatial tasks and target images for virtual objects in this interface in order to serve as instructional tool for the following iterations.

First Iteration of the Study

The goal of this study was to guide and improve the design of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit from a subject matter perspective. Participants in this group study were two mathematics educators at age 31 and 33 respectively, each with a master’s degree in Mathematics Education. Moreover, these participants have also teaching experiences at middle school level of mathematics at least three years. These participants were aware of AR technology, but they had not used any AR tool until this research. On the other hand, they had conducted one or two research about learning tasks with three dimensional geometry concepts. In their research, they had developed three-dimensional learning tasks with dynamic geometry software like GeoGebra 3D and Cabri 3D. Therefore, they had experiences with designing and administering learning tasks by using virtual three-dimensional objects without AR technology.

Previous studies have indicated that mathematics and spatial ability have a strong relationship (Battista, 1990; Olkun, 2003). Therefore, mathematics educators were considered to be aware of the value of spatial ability, and they could be expected to have a reasonable spatial ability level. These factors could help them know what were expected from them while they are carrying out spatial tasks in AR learning environment. In addition, these factors helped the researcher to collect efficient data so as to make proper adjustments for the SPATIAL-AR toolkit.

The focus points of this phase were the participants’ works, and their feedbacks about appropriateness of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit to middle school students. The participants were provided with the first prototype of SPATIAL-AR toolkit. This prototype was designed to include 111 different virtual three-dimensional objects and 73 spatial tasks as a pool for learning tasks. The participants were provided with the first prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit. The participants were asked to carry out the activities and express their way of thinking with tablet computers and Smart glasses. The participants’ feedback and comments, as well as data collected from other sources, were then analyzed in order to make the SPATIAL-AR toolkit more appropriate to the Turkish national middle school mathematics curriculum and to be more stable for use within an AR learning environment.

Second Iteration of the Study

The goals of the walkthrough study were to guide and improve the design of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit through 7th grade students’ experiences in an AR learning environment, and to conjecture the expected practicality of the toolkit with representative target students. Two participants were chosen for this iteration, selected from 7th grade (age range: 11-12) students of a public middle school in Kırşehir, Turkey, in accordance with their spatial ability levels among 66 students in their grade. Since this iteration was still about designing, developing, and updating the second prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit, only students with a reasonable spatial ability level were considered as being appropriate for this iteration.

In this iteration, the second prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit, which was revised after previous iteration, was used as the learning material. This prototype toolkit included approximately 44 different virtual three-dimensional objects and the student’s booklets included 36 spatial tasks and target images for these virtual objects. The participants worked together in computer laboratory of a public middle school in Kırşehir. Since this was students’ first encounter with the AR technology, it was briefly explained what augmented reality technology is. After that, the participants tried to explore spatial relationships between objects and their projections by following directions in tasks. This study provided helpful data to enhance tasks in order to make them more suitable and robust for application, as well as to develop a proper and practical SPATIAL-AR toolkit for the AR learning environment.
Third Iteration of the Study

The goal of the micro-evaluation study was to guide and improve the design of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit through 7th grade students’ experiences with AR learning activities in their real learning settings. Eight participants were chosen for this iteration, selected from 7th grade (age range: 11-12) students at a public middle school in Kırşehir, Turkey, since due to technical limitation of the study and in order to supply all students a device, the participants were chosen purposefully from 26 students in terms of their spatial ability levels. There were four tablets and four smart glasses for the study. This iteration focused both designing processes of AR learning environment and possible outcomes of this environment. Since the main focus point of this paper was to explain designing processes of AR learning environment, possible outcomes of this environment have been subjected for another research.

In this iteration, the third prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit, which was revised after previous iteration, was used as the learning material. This prototype toolkit included approximately 47 different virtual three-dimensional objects and the student’s booklets included 33 spatial tasks and target images for these virtual objects. The participants worked together in a regular classroom.

Data Analysis

The data were collected through several different sources such as interview sessions, video recordings of the learning environment, screen captures, worksheets, audio recordings, and observation logs. Moreover, video recordings and screen video captures of devices were synchronized in order to understand the participant nonverbal interaction with virtual objects and with their peers such as pointing, gesturing, gazing or relocating. In order to proceed data analysis and to create meaningful categories from these data, the documented data, observation notes and worksheets were read several times to deduce and comprehend what happened throughout the study (Creswell & Poth, 2016). At the meantime, synchronized video records were also watched several times in order to understand participants’ ways of interactions and possible glitches about programming of AR interface. These documenting audial data, synchronizing visual data and analyzing these data were applied in MAXQDA software. After these reading and watching processes, relevant and useful data were disassembled from all the other data in order to focus important factors related with research questions and aims of the iterations. Moreover, other data sources like videos were also analyzed in order to extract visual and nonverbal units of data as well as if exist to verify and validate founded units of data from written sources with visual ones. After extracting units of data, they were roughly separated and coded in accordance with their relation. Similar or related codes were grouped together to form tentative categories. Definitions of the codes and categories were noted on their names in the MAXQDA software in order to prevent confusion through data analyses process (Creswell & Poth, 2016). Finally, these categories were grouped and related with pre-determined themes in accordance with respect to research questions and aims of the iterations (Table 1).

The data analyses focused on three main themes, as issues regarding the AR interface, booklets, and tasks, since the study is concerned with the design, development, and improvement of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit.
RESULTS

The findings provided a formative evaluation of the implementation process, which led to design principles being established in order to improve the design by explaining the constituent elements of this development process and articulated a GISAR in order to provide a way to put theory into practice. The reasons for revising the first prototype SPATIAL-AR toolkit were explained from the expert perspective with findings from the focus group study, and the second and third prototypes from the student perspective with findings from the walkthrough study.

Findings About the AR Interface

First of all, according to the findings of the focus group study, it was revealed that locating virtual objects at the base layer of virtual space, which refers to the very top of the target image in the real world, made it hard to see the exact front, left and other sides of the virtual objects. Due to this issue, one participant experienced some confusion whilst examining a virtual object with a cylindrical component in one of the tasks (see Figure 6). The orthographic view of this component of the virtual object from the exact front side should appear like a rectangle. However, he insisted that it did not look like a rectangle and stated that the front view was supposed to be changed as his drawing in shown as Figure 6.

As can be seen on Figure 6, if the AR interface does not visualize virtual objects correctly, learners may be unable to carry out spatial tasks as expected. This issue was also found in retrospective interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR Interface</td>
<td>Issues about recognition of qr-codes</td>
<td>Issues about recognition about target images or / and superimposing of virtual object on these target images were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Issues about projection of virtual objects</td>
<td>Interactivity opportunities or deficiencies about usage of interface were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interacting with interface</td>
<td>Mimicking reality issues were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determining orientation for objects</td>
<td>Pure programming which can prevent stable usage of interface were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Issues about pure programming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>Usability of booklet in AR</td>
<td>Opportunities or deficiencies for affective interactions with virtual objects were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directions about tasks</td>
<td>Clarity of tasks and directions of them were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks</td>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Needed time to complete tasks were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appropriateness of tasks</td>
<td>Relevancy of tasks to curriculum were considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptation of students to AR</td>
<td>Whether students get used to AR.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Screen capture of participant’s point of view which caused some confusion
transcripts. For instance, participants stated this issue as a difficulty which they encountered during implementation as follows;

“I think software cannot detect qr-code from exact front viewpoint” [retrospective interview]

“Technical difficulty? It was hard to restore view of object if it was to disappear, and the software frequently failed to detect the view (projected virtual object) from the sides.” [retrospective interview]

It was seen that the AR interface issues required visual data of target images, and therefore could not project virtual data using insufficient visual data while participants were trying to see and examine virtual objects from an exact perpendicular viewpoint. With regard to a solution to the issue, the virtual object was placed at a slightly higher point from the base plane (see Figure 7).

After the revision was applied, according to the observation notes, the same issue was not reencountered, and therefore it can be concluded that this small revision regarding the vertical location of virtual objects resolved the issue related to the projection of objects.

The other issue raised in the focus group study was with regards to a deficiency within the AR interface. This deficiency was noted in the participant feedback about the consistency of the prototype SPATIAL-AR toolkit with the draft design principles for AR learning environment. The tasks in the second category of the GISAR require comparisons of multiple three dimensional objects and matching these objects with their two dimensional views. Therefore, all compared virtual objects were designed to be seen and examined on a single scene. However, the participants stated some difficulties were experienced whilst comparing objects in task-based interviews; for instance, they stated;

“It would be good if we could examine these shapes (virtual objects) one-by-one. Now, I see all of them together, but it is hard to examine, how they look like from the top or side. … Because, looking both from this (virtual plane) and this (task) at the same time increases the workload.” [task-based interview]

“You might make them (virtual objects) interactive (such that) virtual objects could make thing (expand and hide others) (when) we touch on top of them. … examining (them) could be much easier and also students can compare all and examine one-by-one.” [task-based interview]
As seen with these transcripts, if the AR interface included some kind of interactivity layers, students may have the opportunity to compare and examine virtual objects in both multiple-view and singular-view. Therefore, a touch or pointer control C# script was written and added to the AR interface in order to provide such a level of interactivity. As a result of these revisions, the AR interface was redesigned and updated in the second prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit as the learning material of the walkthrough study.

The walkthrough group, at the second iteration of the research, faced a workload issue due to a technical deficiency about determining directions of virtual objects. Elif and Meva (pseudonyms assigned by the researcher) encountered the issue on the first day of the implementation of the walkthrough study. For example, while they were working on the spatial tasks, Elif asked; “How can we find the directions? For example, do we think left direction as our left?” Similarly, Meva explained her difficulty about directions in her retrospective interview session as follows;

“…I had this issue, opposite side… you know, you can look from that side (she pointed to the front side) and also from the opposite side … Point of view I mean … For example, we don’t know this side is the front, or in fact I even don’t know which side is the back. Sometimes, while I am examining the views (of objects from different directions), I go wrong and then I realize that I was looking from the back direction.” [retrospective interview]

In the preliminary research and the focus group study, the researcher had not considered that the students might be confused about the directions since, as stated previously, AR is a technology which provides a unique opportunity to mimic real-world objects with virtual equivalents. Similarly, the participants of the focus group study did not report any confusion about the direction of virtual objects during the implementation. In order to address this issue, an orientation clue was added to the AR interface design, giving users a sign showing one direction. Therefore, the users would need to think about and find other directions spatially (see Figure 8).

The direction pointer was designed and located on a relative outer point so that the pointer could be seen only by looking from the front. In this way, the students should find the other directions by themselves by using the pointer as a reference. The mobile AR interface was recoded and recompiled in accordance with these modifications and implemented for use on the second day. Once implemented, the students used the modified version of the AR interface and no issue was reported or observed with

![Figure 8. Modification about direction](image)
regards to the directions of virtual objects or other technical issues. Therefore, with these revisions, the key elements of the AR interface were finalized.

**Booklets**

The SPATIAL-AR toolkit developed in this study included booklets since the AR interface was programmed as requiring target images to visualize virtual objects. The first version was designed as a single booklet containing both spatial tasks and related target images. In the focus group study, some issues related to the booklet’s portability were raised. For example, whilst using the VR environment, one participant tried to hold the booklet in his hand since he could not see exact sides views of an object by traversing around the target image. However, this was an inefficient way to examine the object and write down notes on the task at the same time, since both the task and target images were contained in the same booklet. Therefore, the target image for the task was cut out from the booklet and the participant asked to hold the target image page separately. For instance, this was noted on observation notes as following:

“Bilge (pseudonym) could not understand one of the virtual objects in a task while working with smart glasses. He travelled around target image in order to see every angle of object. However, he could not see exact sides view of the object. Therefore, he tried to hold booklet but it was not efficient way for examining object and writing down notes on task at the same time since task and target images were on same booklet. Thus, target image for this task was cut from booklet and it was asked him to hold this page of target image separately (see Figure 9) (Observation notes about Bilge’s works)”.  

Considering this issue as a solution process, it was conjectured that the booklet could be prepared separated into two parts, with a booklet of spatial tasks and a booklet of qr-codes, in order to provide ease of portability for booklets in the AR learning environment. That way, participants would be able to examine objects easier than using the draft design student’s booklet, and the AR learning environment could become an environment which offers increased opportunities to students with more natural aspects of interaction and mobility (see Figure 10).
In accordance with these design changes, two new booklet types were designed and included in the second SPATIAL-AR prototype toolkit in order to serve as instructional tools of the walkthrough study. The findings of the first iteration directed the redesign of the booklets to be of a more coherent manner with the use of multiple booklets.

Findings from the walkthrough study revealed that the conjectures about mobility with this multiple booklet design completely fulfilled its design purpose (see Figure 11). In other words, as shown in the observation notes, no issues were raised about the design of the booklets in terms of their mobility and usability during the walkthrough study.
However, it was observed that some of the students did not pay attention to the task descriptions during the instruction. Due to this issue, these students made errors with some of the tasks. The issue of disregarding task descriptions was queried in the retrospective interview session, with Meva and Elif stating the following:

“I paid attention, but read only bold statements.” [Meva, retrospective interview]

“I did not read the writing until…something went wrong…had some difficulties.” [Elif, retrospective interview]

In order to find a solution to this issue, some visual clues about task descriptions with clearer instructions were planned to be presented as a sample task for each task type, together with an introductory page for spatial tasks for each category of the GISAR (see Figure 12).

**Tasks**

According to the participants’ comments and feedback, some virtual objects and spatial tasks were excluded from the first prototype SPATIAL-AR toolkit in order to strengthen the relevancy of the spatial tasks to the middle school mathematics curriculum and the consistency of these tasks to the GISAR. The second prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit was designed and developed in order to serve as an instructional tool in the second iteration, the walkthrough study. Hence, the second prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit was designed to include the remaining spatial tasks in accordance with the GISAR. During the walkthrough and the micro-evaluation study, observation notes revealed that the spatial tasks and virtual objects had been correctly prepared for the middle school mathematics curriculum, since the participants of the second and third iterations were not confused with any of the virtual objects or spatial tasks. They were able to examine the spatial tasks efficiently and adapted to the logic of the AR technology easily through these tasks as conjectured. Therefore, the tasks had been prepared in accordance with the characteristics of the GISAR and showed practical applicability in terms of the level of student understanding.

The focus group and walkthrough studies were the first occasion that the participants had used a tablet computer for this purpose, as well as using Smartglasses. Even so, observation notes and participant
comments from the first iteration in the task-based interview sessions revealed that they easily adapted to the logic of AR technology when working on the spatial tasks of surfaces and vertices, and had not noticed which devices they had used, tablets or Smartglasses. For example;

“One gets used to augmented reality after a while…. Now, I don’t feel that I’m dealing with a different technology.” [task-based interview]

It was observed that participants in the walkthrough study also easily adapted to the AR learning environment, even though this study was their first experience using AR within an educational setting. Furthermore, the spatial tasks based on the second category of the GISAR were also helpful in their becoming familiar with the usage of the AR interface, since it was observed that the participants looked at and examined every possible point of view for the virtual objects in order to find bricks that touched with each other, similar to the tasks related in the first category (see Figure 13).

The spatial tasks in the third and fourth categories of the GISAR were about connecting and relating three dimensional object and its two dimensional views from different angles. Therefore, these tasks were designed to require students to perform their spatial ability. It was seen that the participants worked fluently with these tasks and were able to make the transition of spatial information from three-dimensional virtual objects to two-dimensional views. Therefore, it was understood that these tasks provided students with the opportunity to put into practice their spatial abilities as well as to recognize spatial relations. With these revisions about all design principles, the mobile AR interface and booklets were redesigned. The second prototype of SPATIAL-AR toolkit was designed and developed in order to serve as instructional tool at the second iteration which was the walkthrough study. Hence, the second prototype of SPATIAL-AR toolkit was designed including the remaining spatial tasks accordance with the GISAR.

In the preliminary research, some design principles for key features of an AR interface and AR learning environment were determined, as well as spatial contents for the GISAR. Due to the nature of the EDR, these initial design principles and GISAR were revised and refined throughout the iterations of the study. The reasons for these revisions and the practical usability of these design principles and the GISAR have been explained in detail; and in accordance with these revisions, reshaping stages of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit throughout the prototyping have also been explained. Lastly, the final design
principles were formed, and the SPATIAL-AR toolkit was revised and redesigned with regard to these principles.

**DISCUSSION**

Iterative cycles to design, formatively evaluate and revise the SPATIAL-AR toolkit prototypes throughout the study were handled based on their relevance to the intended middle school mathematics curriculum, consistency within the design, and practicality of its usage by students. This study led to the final set of design principles and the GISAR. Moreover, prototypes for intervention reached consistency in terms of design at the final iteration. The final prototype of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit for intervention, which was designed and developed in order to improve students’ spatial ability, has shown some signs of practicality and usability with middle school students within an AR learning environment through the following design characteristics.

In light of the results, the AR learning environment design principles, which were reshaped in terms of learning opportunities in the learning environment, can be explained as three main characteristics (see Figure 14). First, the AR learning environment should provide opportunities to students for multi-user interaction through natural means of interaction with virtual objects, and explaining their findings by talking to each other or describing a virtual object by pointing and using their own terminology. These opportunities are along the same lines with the features of learning environments that support face-to-face interaction (Lai, 2011), as well as the contributions of AR technology to learning environments (Matcha & Rambli, 2011). Moreover, students should engage in an active process of learning with challenging tasks and being able to choose their own point of view to examine virtual objects within an AR learning environment, as stated by Szalavári et al. (1998), and Smith and MacGregor (1992). Furthermore, an AR interface should provide certain important elements in order to help teachers enhance collaborative works with students within the learning environment. Thus, according to Smith and MacGregor (1992), teachers become designers of intellectual learning experiences for students and take on the role of mediators in the AR learning environment.

Second, the key characteristics for a mobile AR interface, which were revised related to the technical aspects of the SPATIAL-AR prototype, were initially defined as virtuality for objects and augmentation of environment. These are "sine qua non" for all AR interfaces, since these characteristics differentiate AR environments from virtual reality (VR) environments. Moreover, according to the findings of the

![Figure 14. Characteristics of design principles for AR learning environment](image-url)
current study’s phases, four new characteristics were added and validated for the design principles list of key elements of a mobile AR interface designed specifically for improving the spatial ability of middle school students (see Figure 15).

One of these characteristics is “recognition and projection,” which refers to high-level discrimination in target images as recognizable target images, and object locations as relocating all virtual objects at a slightly higher position above the base layer in order to use the AR interface without object recognition issues being experienced by users. Other characteristics are about providing “reference information” to support teachers with AR-based just-in-time information feedback or with task clues for students, an “interactivity” feature to support the sharing and comparison of AR learning environment characteristics, and “unity in design” to maintain the AR interface in line with multiple spatial task categories. These characteristics are in line with studies by Azuma (1997), Hedley (2003), Kaufmann (2004), and Szalavári et al. (1998), who stated that the main purpose of AR is to enhance reality with virtuality, and to enable users to experience virtual elements as if they existed in the real-world environment.

In the current study, a target-based AR system was developed, and it was seen that multiple booklets provided a more functional learning environment for students. This meant that designing multiple booklets separately in terms of target images and tasks, as opposed to one single combined booklet, enhanced their portability and thereby afforded students increased opportunities for active learning as they were better able to achieve physical interaction by moving, holding or turning around the booklets (Sugimoto et al., 2004).

The findings of the current study guided the design of the booklets with certain characteristics as design principles for the AR booklets (see Figure 16). These principles were that AR booklets should provide visual cues for the identification of task types, present some introductory pages as well as task samples,
and to support consistency of design and page numbering among booklets. Therefore, the students could discriminate and determine related tasks and target images through simple visual information, without unnecessary distraction.

In the preliminary research phase, some models for training spatial ability and characteristics about contents of tasks for improving spatial ability of students which are suitable to AR were determined. The model of spatial operational capacity (Sack & van Niekerk, 2009; Sack, 2013), Training of Spatial Ability (Martín-Gutiérrez et al., 2010) and spatial contents proposed by Wiesen (2015) consisted of a base for characteristics of spatial tasks. In this research, the characteristics of spatial contents were considered while designing spatial tasks, and revisited to be suitable for middle school students, seventh grade mathematics curriculum of Turkey and mobile AR systems. The revisions and additions of characteristics were explained in the previous sections of findings, in detail. According to findings of the study, the final GISAR included four sequential levels (Table 2). The GISAR was shaped to inform readers about sequential process of spatial tasks and their ingredient in terms of spatial contents as implemented in the whole study.

Figure 16. Final design principles for booklets

Table 2. The four-parted guides for improving spatial ability in an augmented reality environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Spatial Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1: Surfaces &amp; Vertices</td>
<td>Identification of surfaces on orthographic views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification of surfaces on perspective views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification of vertices on both orthographic and perspective views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2: Counting</td>
<td>Counting the number of components in touch with given component of a virtual object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3: Matching Correct Views</td>
<td>Determining side views from organized orthographic views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determining side views from disorganized orthographic views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4: The Second Dimension - Sketches</td>
<td>Sketching missing orthographic view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sketching all orthographic views from three directions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This table also summarizes the spatial contents in different task types. The first two levels aimed to make students adapt and understand the AR technology by performing spatial tasks. Moreover, these two levels also aimed to make students think about some spatial strategies and perform them into tasks. The last two levels of the GISAR could be also named as analysis and synthesis levels since the spatial tasks of these levels required to understand spatial relationships between multiple objects, analyze relationships between two-dimensional spatial information with three dimensional one, and synthesis spatial information for two dimensional and three dimensional relations. Thus, these two levels could also provide opportunity for understanding students’ spatial ability. Furthermore, students used some strategies to accomplish spatial tasks throughout the intervention. Therefore, the spatial tasks, in the same line with the GISAR, could also provide some opportunities for students to find and use relevant spatial strategies for spatial tasks. Within perspective of the GISAR, the GISAR only informs about spatial contents of tasks, but while implementing these series of spatial tasks in an AR learning environment, one could consider the characteristics of the final design principles for AR learning environment (see Figure 14).

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

The design characteristics explained in the study were not intended to specify precise descriptions for the design and development of a mobile AR interface to foster spatial ability. Instead, they show a means of using a mobile AR interface to provide learning opportunities for improving students’ spatial ability and to help teachers implement such learning opportunities within the classroom. In other words, teachers could be provided with this new tool to visualize mathematical concepts, and students could be supported with new learning material through application of the SPATIAL-AR for mobile devices. Moreover, curriculum developers and researchers may benefit from the design principles identified for the AR learning environment in order to achieve properly adjusted learning environments that are suitable for AR, design principles for booklets in order to make textbooks appropriate for AR tasks, and the GISAR in order to design spatial tasks for AR-based learning. Furthermore, these design principles could provide the basic developmental and implementation characteristics for making AR technology applicable and usable in learning, especially for spatial ability development in middle school students. Preservice teachers could be trained to learn and apply simple coding steps in order to develop their coding skills. Hence, they could possess the basic skills to develop an AR interface for learning situations in order to implement in their future classrooms. Furthermore, the set of spatial tasks of the SPATIAL-AR toolkit provides the essence for spatial contents in the study. These tasks were designed along with the GISAR which comes from methodologies about fostering spatial ability in the literature and constitute a model for spatial ability specifically in an AR learning environment. The GISAR was formed with four sequential levels. The first two levels help student understand and adapt logic of AR technology with its usage with tasks. Moreover, these levels provide students opportunities to comprehend spatial relationships within and between virtual objects. The other remaining levels which are matching, and sketching side views requires students analyze and synthesize three dimensional spatial information to two dimensional one from these spatial relationships. Therefore, teachers could use this model as base for their activities both to provide opportunities for fostering spatial ability and to determine current level of spatial ability of their students. In other words, the MISAR provides opportunities for teachers designing spatial tasks to train spatial ability as well as measure it.

Because the AR technology is relatively new technology and devices like smart glasses are expensive, the results of this study are limited to a small number of participants. Therefore, findings of this study are limited to similar environment and students have similar characteristics. Moreover, the spatial tasks and the GISAR developed throughout this study can be applicable to similar environment in such possessed similar technological potential. Moreover, it had been difficult to code new virtual three-dimensional objects in runtime for the coded AR interface with existed source codes and scripts since the researcher, who was also real developer and coder of this toolkit, had a degree form mathematics education. Therefore, students were limited to explore pre-designed virtual objects and they cannot create new virtual objects. This factor stands technological limitations of this study. Apart from
designing and developing processes of an AR interface, implementation of such AR interface in a learning environment was seem very easy and practical. In fact, both seventh graders and mathematics education experts were accustomed the AR learning environment at a time. The novelty of this environment vanished on the first day of implementation and they were able to use the SPATIAL-AR toolkit without dealing with neither technical nor practical issues. On the contrary to other technology-based systems, since inputs and control of AR interface can be done with natural and physical ways of interactions like moving body parts, gesturing, touching, tilting, moving and others, students and experts were not distracted with indirect way of controls like with mouse or keyboards. Therefore, they could use the mobile AR interface like they were using a concrete material, and so the mobile AR interface was not novel for them after a while. As stated at the beginning of this paragraph, apart from designing an AR interface, other things are practical. The AR interface of this study was developed nearly from scratch by writing and compiling some C# scripts as well as helps of some software development kits. However, teachers might not design AR interface for their lessons if they have not enough practice for coding a program. Therefore, studies for AR technology for educational settings should provide clear directions or characteristics for anyone who want to design an AR learning environment for own lessons and students. Moreover, future studies should be also conducted to provide comprehensive frameworks and design procedures for implementation of AR environment for different educational practices in order to provide valuable and numerous design products which can serve valuable AR based learning materials for education. Hence, teachers can use such AR interfaces which are validated in terms of their practical and effective implementations, as a teaching tool along with tablets or even smart phones. Furthermore, researchers should provide more dynamic and interactive AR interfaces like GeoGebra and Cabri 3D as well as design principles such interfaces. Hence, dynamic geometry software would have augmented features so that students would have opportunities for direct interactions with virtual three dimensional objects in dynamic geometry environments without experiencing negative effects of cognitive filter issue which was also focus of this study.

**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPATIAL-AR</td>
<td>Spatial Augmented Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>Education Design Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISAR</td>
<td>Guides for Improving Spatial Ability with AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Virtual Reality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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